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Harness the power of Adobe Acrobat to create and publish sophisticated PDF (Portable Document Format) documents. From simple memos to interactive forms, learn why Acrobat is the tool for any electronic publishing task--including projects that require multimedia. Create, enhance, and edit PDF documents, or use the Internet to share working PDF documents for review or mark-up. How to Do Everything with Adobe Acrobat 6.0 will help you master the many different components and purposes of this premier solution for creating and publishing documents for electronic distribution.

	Create documents for electronic distribution  
	Publish across a wide variety of platforms--including the Internet  
	Share business plans, spreadsheets, brochures, and more  
	Edit within a PDF--review and add comments in multi-author environments  
	Convert almost any document to PDF for storing, sharing, or publishing  
	Capture PDF documents from Web pages, scanners, digital cameras, and more  
	Collect and sort data from users with PDF forms  
	Integrate sound and movie files into your PDF documents to create multimedia presentations  
	Add digital signatures and document security  
	Understand all the latest features--including the new toolset  


About the Author
   Doug Sahlin is a digital artist, Web site designer and computer book author who lives in Lakeland, Florida. In addition to writing numerous magazine articles on Web design and graphics, he is the author of Carrara 1 Bible and Carrara 1 for Dummies, both from IDG books. He also develops Flash 4 courses for Digital Think.
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Internet ForensicsO'Reilly, 2005

	Because it's so large and unregulated, the Internet is a fertile breeding ground for all kinds of scams and schemes. Usually it's your credit card number they're after, and they won't stop there. Not just mere annoyances, these scams are real crimes, with real victims. Now, thanks to ...
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Introduction to Microprocessors and MicrocontrollersNewnes, 2004
The first edition of this book started with the words: ‘A modern society could no longer function without the microprocessor.’

This is certainly still true but it is even truer if we include the microcontroller. While the microprocessor is at the heart of our computers, with a great deal of publicity, the microcontroller is...
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Beginning SQL (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
SQL works with databases to insert and extract data and is an international standard for manipulating data in databases. This hands-on resource covers everything from a review of SQL basics and database design to creating your own databases and using the SQL language in a variety of database applications.
Packed with essential code, theories,...
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Pascal Plus Data Structures, Algorithms, and Advanced ProgrammingD C Heath, 1985

	Until recently there has not been much consensus among educators on

	what formal education is necessary for a computer professional. It has always

	been considered essential to have a great deal of mathematical knowledge,

	as \vell as an understanding of computer hardware. Software education,

	however, often consisted of the teaching...
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WordPress Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developing WordPress-powered websites is one of the standout trends in the modern web development world. The flexibility and power of the built-in features offered by WordPress has made developers turn their attentions to the possibility of using it as a web development framework. This book will act as a comprehensive resource for building...
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Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and ProcessesIGI Global, 2003
Virtual teams are a relatively new phenomenon and by definition work across time, distance, and organizations through the use of information and communications technology. Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and Processes gathers the best of academic research on real work-based virtual teams into one book. It offers a series of chapters...
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